"How to Handle the Cabal" (from *Fix the World Project*)

How to Handle the Cabal

Problems

This group identified as the Cabal includes its associates and all remnants of the negative controlling forces, high powered individuals, spiritual darkness and control mechanisms, and all governing bodies, shadow governments, top ranking officials, mainstream-media controllers, and all elite company CEO’s and employees with evidence of causing harm and damage to humans, the earth, and the environment.

"You control our world. You've poisoned the air we breathe, contaminated the water we drink, and copyrighted the food we eat. We fight in your wars, die for your causes, and sacrifice our freedoms to protect you. You've liquidated our savings, destroyed our middle class, and used our tax dollars to bailout your unending greed.

"We are slaves to your corporations, zombies to your airwaves, servants to your decadence. You've stolen our elections, assassinated our leaders, and abolished our basic rights as human beings. You own our property, shipped away our jobs, and shredded our unions. You've profited off of disaster, destabilized our currencies, and raised our cost of living. You've monopolized our freedom, stripped away our education, and have almost extinguished our flame.
"We are hit...we are bleeding...but we ain't got time to bleed. We will bring the giants to their knees and you will witness our revolution!"

~ Former Minnesota Governor Jesse Ventura, April 12, 2011